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Abstract—Fast and efficient design space exploration is a
critical requirement for designing computer systems, however,
the growing complexity of hardware/software systems and sig-
nificantly long run-times of detailed simulators often makes it
challenging. Machine learning (ML) models have been proposed
as popular alternatives that enable fast exploratory studies. The
accuracy of any ML model depends heavily on the representa-
tiveness of applications used for training the predictive models.
While prior studies have used standard benchmarks or hand-
tuned micro-benchmarks to train their predictive models, in this
paper, we argue that it is often sub-optimal because of their
limited coverage of the program state-space and their inability to
be representative of the larger suite of real-world applications. In
order to overcome challenges in creating representative training
sets, we propose Genesys, an automatic workload generation
methodology and framework, which builds upon key low-level
application characteristics and enables systematic generation of
applications covering a broad range of program behavior state-
space without increasing the training time. We demonstrate that
the automatically generated training sets improve upon the state-
space coverage provided by applications from popular bench-
marking suites like SPEC-CPU2006, MiBench, MediaBench,
TPC-H by over 11x and improve the accuracy of two machine
learning based power and performance prediction systems by
over 2.5x and 3.6x respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fast and efficient design space exploration is a critical
requirement for designing and optimizing computer systems.
But the growing complexity of hardware systems coupled
with the rapid pace of software development makes effi-
cient design space exploration challenging. Generally, detailed
simulation-based techniques are employed for performing ac-
curate performance/power analysis of programs. However, the
high computational cost/run-time of detailed simulators [1]
and large workload sizes affect the efficiency of elaborate
exploratory studies. Machine learning (ML) based predictive
modeling has been explored in several prior research studies
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] as a popular alternative that enables
fast design space exploration. ML models have also been
adopted in the industry, finding applications in areas such
as server-scheduling, cluster maintenance models, operating
system scheduling [11, 12] etc. For example, Google uses ML
models for making scheduling decisions on their clusters.

A typical supervised learning-based framework employed
for computer system modeling is shown in Figure 1. It consists
of two phases: training and prediction/testing. The training
phase involves learning the inherent behavioral patterns of a
set of training applications and creating a predictive model
based on the learned patterns. The prediction phase involves
using the created ML model for predicting desired metrics
for test applications. However, as the model learns patterns
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Fig. 1: Machine learning based prediction framework

based on the behavior of training applications, its accuracy
depends significantly on the ability of the training set to
represent the wide-range of real-world applications that are run
on modern computer systems. If the target applications have
similar performance behavior as the training applications, the
accuracy of the model will be higher and vice versa.

Most prior studies [2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 13] leveraging machine
learning for computer design exploration select their training
sets from standard benchmarking suites (e.g., SPEC CPU [14,
15], SPECjbb [16], MiBench [17], Implantbench [18], TPC-
H [19], etc.), which consist of a ”few” selected benchmarks
representing certain classes of applications. But the number of
applications included in such suites is often far from being
sufficient for capturing the workload space or training any
statistical model effectively. Also, as standard benchmarking
suites evolve at a much slower pace as compared to real-world
software development, they are not always representative of
the entire suite of applications that are run on modern-day
computer systems. Furthermore, the significantly long run-
times of many standard benchmarks limits several past studies
to train their models by running either short subsets of the
benchmarks or using reduced input sets (e.g. - Minnespec
[20]), which further reduces the representativeness of the
training application sets. Few other studies [4, 9, 12] use hand-
tuned micro-benchmarks for training their predictive models,
however they are harder to write and increase the training time,
which limits the number of micro-benchmarks that can be used
to have a representative training set.

To overcome these challenges in creating representative
training programs for machine learning models, in this paper,
we propose “Genesys”, an automatic workload generation
methodology and framework that enables systematic gener-
ation of applications covering a broad range of the pro-
gram behavior state-space. Genesys builds on core low-level
application characteristics and systematically varies them to



generate sets of synthetic benchmarks that can provide targeted
coverage of the workload space effectively. By enabling fast
and effective coverage of the program state-space, Genesys
aims to improve the accuracy of ML models used for design-
space exploration of computer systems. In this paper, we
demonstrate that using training sets automatically generated
by Genesys improves upon the state-space coverage provided
by applications from popular benchmarking suites (e.g., SPEC-
CPU2006, MiBench, MediaBench, TPC-H) by over 11x. We
also show that Genesys improves the accuracy of two machine
learning based power and performance prediction systems by
over 2.5x and 3.6x respectively. The key contributions of this
paper are as follows:

• We propose Genesys, an automatic workload synthesis
framework to systematically improve the representative-
ness and coverage of training application sets.

• We propose a novel metric, SpreadRatio, to quantify and
compare the state-space coverage provided by different
program sets.

• We show that by controlling 12 key application-specific
metrics in a systematic manner, Genesys can improve
upon the state-space coverage provided by popular, stan-
dard benchmarks like SPEC-CPU2006, MiBench, Medi-
aBench, TPC-H by over 11x.

• We also demonstrate that using targeted synthetic training
sets, the accuracy of two machine learning based power
and performance prediction models can be increased by
over 2.5x and 3.6x respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we provide a brief background about ML modeling followed
by discussing Genesys’s methodology and evaluation in sec-
tions 3 and 4 respectively. Section 5 discusses prior work and
section 6 concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Machine learning based modeling
ML techniques have been widely explored for architectural

performance/power prediction and micro-architectural design-
space studies. In this paper, we use the supervised learning-
based models, which typically consist of a training and a
prediction phase (Figure 1). During the training phase, a set
of programs, which constitute the training set, are executed
to capture their performance features as well as the target
reference metric(s) e.g., performance or power. In [6, 7, 9, 13],
these features are obtained from hardware performance events,
whereas in [2, 5, 8, 10], the underlying machine configurations
are also used. The learning algorithm constructs a predictive
model which associates applications’ characteristics with the
reference metric(s). During the prediction phase, test program
features are used as an input to the predictive model, which
produces estimates of the target characteristics.

The accuracy and usefulness of any such learning-based
approach depends heavily on the training sets that are used
for creating the predictive models. A well-formed training set
can improve the accuracy and applicability of the predictive
models to a wide range of test applications, while an ill-formed
training set can affect the statistical model (e.g, cause over-
fitting) and lead to inaccuracies during the prediction phase.
Ideally, a good training set should consist of:
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Fig. 2: KMEANS cluster plot

• programs that are representative of the target applications.
As a wide-range of applications are run on modern com-
puter systems, it is important that the training programs
cover the application design-space sufficiently well. This
increases the likelihood of finding programs with similar
characteristics during the prediction phase.

• a large number of program instances that provide broader
and more denser coverage of the application state space. A
training set based on few program instances increases the
risk of over-fitting the model with very similar programs.

However, it is challenging to find the right set of applications
to create a balanced and broader-coverage training set.

Most prior studies [2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13] either use standard
benchmarks or special, hand-tuned micro-benchmarks [4, 9]
to train the predictive models. While standard benchmarking
suites usually consist of applications representing particular
application domains, they are not always representative of the
wide-variety of applications that are run on modern-day com-
puter systems. For example, Figure 2 compares a subset of the
SPEC CPU2006, MiBench benchmarks with popular big-data
applications (Memcached [21], HiBench [22] and Cassandra
[23] running the Yahoo! cloud serving benchmark [24]) using
an extensive set of performance metrics (e.g., instructions per
cycle (IPC), control flow performance, cache misses, etc.).
We can observe from the distinct cluster formations (KMeans
clustering-based) that there are significant differences in per-
formance characteristics between the two sets of applications.
Also, it is usually difficult to assess any application’s low-level
behavior by looking at the high-level application, unless you
are a domain expert. For example, Phansalkar et al [25] showed
that many benchmarks in SPEC CPU2006 suite from different
application domains exhibit similar behavior and vice versa.
Special, hand-tuned micro-benchmarks are definitely useful in
stressing particular program properties, but the process is very
tedious and time-consuming which can significantly increase
the training time. Finally, the number of program instances
that can be created in this manner is usually far from being
sufficient for training any statistical model.

B. Overcoming the limitations
In order to overcome the challenges in creating a balanced

set of programs for training ML models, we propose Genesys,
an automatic workload generation methodology and frame-
work that builds upon core low-level program characteristics
and enables systematic generation of applications covering a
broad range of the program behavior state-space. In the next
section, we will describe Genesys’s methodology in detail.
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Fig. 3: Genesys’s overall methodology and framework

III. METHODOLOGY

Genesys is a workload generation framework (shown in
Figure 3) that enables systematic generation of synthetic appli-
cations covering a broad range of the application state-space. It
builds upon a set of key workload-specific metrics that can be
controlled systematically to generate workloads with desired
properties. Each workload-specific metric corresponds to a
low-level program feature, which defines particular application
characteristics, and is available as a user-controllable knob. The
user can choose to fix the values of some (or all) core metrics
to generate targeted program behavior. For the remaining set
of core metrics (if any) whose values are not fixed by the user,
Genesys randomizes their values within reasonable bounds in
order to achieve well-rounded program state-space coverage
around the target behavior. By allowing each workload-specific
metric to be controlled using easy-to-use programmable knobs,
Genesys allows to create targeted benchmarks with desired
program features. Together, the values chosen for the core
metrics act as unique profiles for the synthetic workloads.
These workload profiles are fed into a code generator algorithm
that uses the target metric values to generate a suite of
synthetic applications. Together, these applications form a set
of unique training programs, which target particular aspects of
the program behavior depending upon the choice of the core
metrics and can be used to train any supervised ML model.

In this section, we will first present the core workload-
specific metrics used by Genesys followed by the workload
generation methodology. The core feature set is divided at a
high-level into three categories, depending upon the aspects
of program behavior that the individual metrics control. The
three categories, together with their associated sub-categories
and component metrics are shown in Table I and are described
below. It should be noted that the set of core metrics used
in this paper are not meant to be conclusive, rather they are
key metrics that affect different aspects of program behavior.
Nevertheless, Genesys’s framework is flexible enough to add
new metrics to control other aspects of program behavior.

A. Instruction-level characteristics
These metrics correspond to the instruction-level behavior

of the applications.

1) Instruction mix: The first metric is the application’s
instruction mix (IMIX). Genesys categorizes instructions into
fractions of loads and stores (memory), control-flow, integer
and floating-point instructions. It should be noted that the
framework is very flexible and can be easily extended to
support specific instruction categories. The target IMIX can
be provided as an input to Genesys directly, in which case it
generates programs having the desired overall IMIX. Other-

TABLE I: Core metrics forming the workload-specific profile

Category Metrics Count 

Instruction-level 

Characteristics 

1. Instruction mix 5 categories 

2. Instruction count 1 

3. Instruction cache miss rate (ICMR) 1 

4. Instruction level parallelism (ILP) 32 bins 

Control-flow 

Characteristics 

5. Average basic block size 1 

6. Branch transition rate (BTR) 1 

7. Branch misprediction rate 1 

Memory-access 

Characteristics 

8. Data footprint 1 

9. Regular/irregular behavior 1 

10. Spatial locality stride bins 32 bins 

11. Temporal locality bins 8 bins 

12. L1/L2 Data cache miss rates 2 

wise, IMIX fractions, randomized within bounded ranges, are
used to generate the suite of training applications.

2) Instruction count: The second metric that we consider
is instruction count (IC), which controls the static instruction
footprint of the application. IC can be provided by the user
directly or estimated automatically based on the target instruc-
tion cache miss rate (ICMR, metric 3). If the ICMR metric is
provided, Genesys determines the number of static instructions
to instantiate in the synthetic benchmark to achieve the target
ICMR. An initial estimate of the number of static instructions
is made based on the assumption of a default instruction cache
(Icache) size/configuration (32KB, 64 byte blocks, 2-way set-
associativity). This serves as an initial estimate only, the final
static code size is further tuned to achieve the target ICMR.

3) Instruction-level parallelism: Instruction-level paral-
lelism (ILP) is an important determinant of an application’s
performance. Tight producer-consumer chains in program se-
quences limit ILP and performance because of dependency-
induced serialization effects. Genesys models ILP by control-
ling the dependencies between instructions in the application
sequence using the dependency distance metric. Dependency
distance is defined as the total number of instructions in the
dynamic instruction stream between the production (write) and
consumption (read) of a register/memory location. We classify
dependency distance into 32 bins (values varying between 1
to 32 and higher), where each bin represents the fraction of
instructions having that particular dependency distance. The
desired dependency distance can be provided as an input
to Genesys or automatically randomized (within bounds) to
generate training programs with varying degrees of ILP.

B. Control-flow characteristics
These metrics affect the program’s control-flow behavior.
1) Average basic block size: Average basic block size is

an important metric because it determines the average number
of instructions that can be executed in the program sequence
without executing any control instructions. This can affect
performance significantly depending on the branch predictor
performance. Again, this metric could be provided directly as
an input or inferred from the ICMR metric (described before)
and the fraction of control instructions.

2) Branch predictability model: We consider two other
control-flow metrics: branch transition rate (BTR) and branch
misprediction rate. Prior research studies [26] have shown that
an application’s branch misprediction rate is highly correlated
with the transition characteristics of the branch instructions.



The key idea behind this correlation is that higher the transition
probability of a branch instruction, the more difficult it is to
predict its next direction and vice versa. To model a certain
BTR, we choose a set of control instructions to be modeled
with high transition probabilities (frequent switching) and the
remaining branch instructions to have very low transition prob-
abilities (infrequent switching activity). Similarly, Genesys
can also model the transition probability of individual branch
instructions in a directly correlated fashion to achieve a target
branch misprediction rate (metric 7).

C. Memory-level characteristics
This section describes metrics that affect the memory

performance (data-side) of applications.
1) Data footprint: Data footprint metric determines the

range of data addresses accessed by the synthetic application
during its execution time. This is important because it can
determine performance of different levels of caches and mem-
ory based on how large the footprint is with respect to the
available cache size and memory structure. It controls the size
of the memory regions, which are accessed by the synthetic
application.

2) Memory access regularity: This metric determines if
the memory accesses made by load/store instructions of an
application should have regular or irregular behavior. For
irregular memory behavior, Genesys generates load/store in-
structions that access allocated and initialized memory regions
based on a randomly generated sequence. Regular memory
behavior is achieved using additional metrics (spatial-temporal
locality or L1/L2 cache miss rate metrics) as described below.

3) Spatial and temporal locality: The principle of data
locality and its impact on applications performance is widely
recognized. Genesys models regular data memory accesses
using simple strided stream classes over fixed-size data arrays,
where strides are defined to be the difference between consec-
utive effective addresses. Strides can be provided directly as
an input to Genesys to control spatial locality characteristics
(bins representing strides from -1K to 1K in multiples of
64B). Genesys also provides knobs to control the temporal
locality (8 bins expressed as powers-of-two from 0 to 128) in
the memory accesses. Temporal locality metric controls the
number of unique memory accesses between access to the
same memory location and affects the achieved cache miss
rates as well. Together, the stride and temporal locality bin
values are used to generate the sequence of memory addresses.

Genesys can also automatically estimate the strides (off-
sets) of the load/store instructions based on the target data
cache miss rate statistics. This approach is similar to that
adopted by Bell et al [27]. The strides for a particular memory
access is determined first by matching the L1 hit rate of a
load/store, followed by the L2 hit rate. We generate a table
that holds the correlation between L1/L2 cache hit rates and
the corresponding stride values to be used. We use the target
L1/L2 hit rate information along with this table to generate
stride values of load and store instructions. By treating all
memory accesses as streams and working from a base cache
configuration, the memory access model is kept simple.

D. Workload generation methodology
The workload synthesis algorithm, based on the metrics

discussed before, is as follows:

1) Generate a random number in the interval [0, 1] and select
a basic block based on this number and the block’s access
frequency.

2) Basic block’s size is determined to satisfy the mean and
standard deviation of the target basic block size.

3) The basic block is populated with instructions based on
the IMIX metrics, while ensuring that the last instruction
of the basic block is a branch instruction.

4) Every instruction is assigned a dependency distance (i.e.,
a previous instruction that it is dependent upon) in order
to satisfy the dependency distance criterion.

5) Load and store instructions are assigned a stride-offset
based on the memory access model described in the
previous section (regular or irregular).

6) An X86 test operation is used to set the condition codes
that affects the outcome of the conditional branch instruc-
tion at the end of each basic block. The “test” operand is
controlled to achieve the target BTR metric.

7) Increment the number of basic blocks generated.
8) If target number of basic blocks have been generated, go

to step 9, else update the individual metric distributions
and go back to step 1.

9) Available architected registers are assigned to each in-
struction while satisfying the data dependencies estab-
lished in step 4.

10) The above instruction sequence is generated as a part of
two-level nested loops where the inner loop controls the
application’s data footprint and the outer loop controls the
number of dynamic instructions (overall runtime). Every
static load or store instruction resets to the first element
of the strided memory streams and re-walks the entire
stream in the outer loop iterations.

The code generator generates the instruction sequence
using C-language with embedded X86-based assembly in-
structions. An example code snippet is shown in Figure 4.
The code generator can be modified to generate instructions
for a different ISA. The code is encompassed inside a main
header and malloc library calls are used to allocate memory
for the data streams. Volatile directives are used for each
asm statement and the program is compiled using the lowest
compiler optimization level (-O0 with gcc) in order to prevent
the compiler from optimizing out the machine instructions.

IV. EVALUATION

This section describes our experimental setup and evalua-
tion in detail.

A. Experimental setup
All our experiments are conducted on Intel Xeon E5-2430

v2 server class machines with Ivy-bridge micro-architecture
based processing cores, three levels of caches (1.5MB L2 and
15MB L3 cache) and 64 GB of main memory. For measuring

{ 
    _asm_ _volatile_("BBL1INS0:add %%ebx,%%ebx”) 
    _asm_ _volatile_("BBL1INS1:mov 0(%%r8),%%ecx”) 
    _asm_ _volatile_("BBL1INS2:add %%ebx,%%ebx”)    
    _asm_ _volatile_("BBL1INS3:mov 0(%%r14),%%ecx”) 
    _asm_ _volatile_("BBL1INS4:add %%ebx,%%ebx”)   
    _asm_ _volatile_("BBL1INS5:test $0,%%eax”) 
    _asm_ _volatile_("BBL1INS6:jz BBL2INS0“) 
} 

Fig. 4: Example synthetic code snippet



hardware performance of different applications, we use Linux
perf tool [28] that provides an interface to the processor
performance counters. Power consumption is monitored using
Intel’s RAPL counters.

To show the efficacy of Genesys, we compare the synthetic
programs generated using Genesys with a training set compris-
ing of benchmarks drawn from several popular benchmarking
suites (hereafter referred to as the REAL training set). The
REAL training set includes 70 standard benchmarks: 29 bench-
marks from the SPEC CPU2006 suite (using ref inputs), 20
benchmarks from MiBench, 10 benchmarks from MediaBench
and 11 TPC-H queries.

Details about the synthetic training programs created using
Genesys (hereafter referred to as the GEN training sets) is pro-
vided in the following sections. Each GEN training program’s
size is restricted to complete within 1 to 15 seconds on the
target machine.

B. State-space coverage
In this section, we show how Genesys can be leveraged to

automatically create programs with different features leading
to a wider coverage of the program state-space. To do so,
we compare the program state-space coverage provided by the
REAL training set against the GEN training set. For this study,
the GEN set consists of 500 synthetic programs created using
Genesys. The GEN programs are uniquely generated by using
random combinations of individual metric values (chosen sys-
tematically within respective metric bounds). It takes roughly
a few (∼5-20) seconds to generate each GEN training program
and every program completes execution within 1 to 15 seconds
on the target machine. Thus, the training time to generate and
collect feature sets for the GEN training set is roughly equal
to running the 70 programs from the REAL set due to the
significantly longer run-times of several REAL benchmarks.

In order to compare the program state-space coverage
achieved by either training sets, we define a novel metric
called SpreadRatio, which is defined as the ratio of the area of
the convex hull envelope of the REAL versus GEN program
features. The convex hull [29] of a set S of points in the
Euclidean space is defined as the smallest convex set that
contains S. The convex hull of a set of points S in n dimensions
is the intersection of all convex sets containing S. For N points
p1, ..., pN in n-dimensions, the convex hull C is given by the
expression:

C ≡
N

∑
j=1

λ j p j : λ j ≥ 0 ∀ j and
N

∑
j=1

λ j = 1

Based on this definition of a convex hull, let CREAL
represent the convex hull of the points covered by the REAL
training set and CGEN represent the convex hull of the points
covered by the GEN training set. Then, SpreadRatio can be
defined using the following expression:

SpreadRatio =
Area(CGEN)

Area(CREAL)

Next, we compare the state-space coverage provided by
the GEN and REAL programs using the SpreadRatio metric.
To better demonstrate the degree of controllability provided
by Genesys, we first compare the GEN and REAL programs

using subsets of performance characteristics, followed by using
the entire set. Since the number of metrics is large, it is
difficult to visualize all the variables simultaneously to draw
any meaningful conclusions. Thus, we use statistical data
analysis techniques to simplify the comparison. Using a large
number of correlated variables tends to unduly overemphasize
the importance of a particular property. Therefore, we first
normalize the raw data to a unit normal distribution (mean
= 0, standard deviation = 1) and then, pre-process them
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [30]. PCA is
an effective statistical data analysis technique to reduce the
dimensionality of a data-set, while maintaining most of its
original information. PCA transforms the original variables
into a set of uncorrelated principal components (PCs). If
significant correlation exists between the original variables,
then most of the original information will be captured using
just the top few PCs.

First, we compare the memory subsystem performance
behavior of the GEN and REAL program sets based on the
L1 Dcache, Icache, L2 and LLC misses per kilo instruction
(MPKI) metrics. Figure 5a and 5b shows the scatterplot of the
top 4 PCs respectively. We can observe that applications from
the REAL set do not stress the instruction side performance
much, because of which the Icache MPKI for the REAL
programs is mostly very low. Such behavior is different from
the emerging big-data and cloud applications which have been
shown to stress the instruction side performance more heavily
[31, 32]. Nevertheless, by controlling Genesys’s I/D memory-
side metrics, it is possible to create programs that stress
the instruction and data-side performance to varying degrees.
Overall, we can see that GEN programs provide 25.4 times
(SpreadRatio = 25.4) higher coverage area than the REAL
programs for the first two principal components and 12.9 times
(SpreadRatio = 12.9) higher coverage than REAL programs in
the PC3 versus PC4 space.

Figure 5c compares the I/D TLB performance of the REAL
and GEN programs. The x-axis corresponds to the ITLB MPKI
whereas the y-axis corresponds to the DTLB MPKI of the
programs. We can see that although the standard benchmarks
provide good coverage in terms of DTLB performance, but
none of the REAL programs stress the ITLB much whereas the
GEN programs provide extensive state-space coverage in terms
of both the instruction and data TLB performance. Overall,
GEN training set provides 12.8 times higher coverage than
the REAL training set (SpreadRatio = 12.8).

Next, we consider the instruction-level performance char-
acteristics (shown in Figure 5d), based on the overall IPC,
µOps/instruction, IMIX and ILP (given by dependency-driven
pipeline stalls) metrics. We can see that GEN programs provide
8.1 times broader state-space coverage as compared to the
REAL programs for the instruction-level metrics as well.

Next, we compare the control-flow performance coverage
of the REAL and GEN programs as shown in Figure 5e. We
specifically consider the branch misprediction rate, average
basic block size, percentage of branch instructions. We can see
that the REAL programs have much better branch performance
coverage as compared to their cache and TLB performance.
But GEN programs still outperform the REAL set by providing
2.4x higher coverage (SpreadRatio = 2.4).

Figure 5f shows the state-space coverage provided by
the REAL and GEN training programs in the PC1 versus
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PC2 space using all performance features shown in Table II
including IPC. Overall, GEN provides 4.5x higher state-space
coverage as compared to the REAL set using all the program
features. We can thus, conclude that Genesys’s methodology of
controlling key low-level application metrics allows to easily
generate programs with varied performance characteristics.

C. Case-study: performance and power modeling using ma-
chine learning

In this section, we demonstrate that Genesys framework
can be leveraged to create targeted training sets by increasing
the coverage density around regions of interest in the perfor-
mance state-space. Using such targeted programs sets for train-
ing ML models, we demonstrate that significant improvements
in prediction accuracy for two power/performance prediction
frameworks can be achieved as compared to using standard
benchmarks. For this case study, we consider the case of per-
formance and power modeling of a given hardware platform.
The performance metric that we predict is the standard IPC of
the test program and the target power metric that we predict is
the average power consumption of the program in watts. It is

important to note that Genesys’s framework and methodology
is applicable to any supervised learning based ML model and
this case study merely serves as an example to demonstrate
the utility of Genesys’s framework in a particular context.

For this case study, Genesys is used to create targeted GEN
training sets (consisting of 60 synthetic benchmarks) having
desired performance characteristics. As such, the training time
using the GEN training applications is significantly lower as
compared to the REAL training set. For building the predictive
models, we collect a set of performance features, given in
Table II, by running the REAL and GEN training sets together
with the reference IPC or power metric. The choice of these
metrics is intended to characterize the application’s behavior
from a micro-architecture perspective. These characteristics are
significant predictors of application’s overall performance and
power. For example, the performance effect of increasing the
L1 Dcache size will have a larger impact on applications with
a high L1 Dcache miss rate.

1) Learning models: In this section, we introduce the
learning framework that we use for constructing the perfor-



TABLE II: Measured hardware performance features
Performance Features

µOps/instruction FP Ops/instruction
branch/instruction branch miss/instruction
Icache MPKI Dcache MPKI
ITLB MPKI DTLB MPKI
L2 MPKI LLC MPKI

mance and power prediction models. Formally, for a given
program i, we denote xi ∈Rd as its d-dimensional performance
feature vector, and yi ∈R as the corresponding reference IPC or
power. The goal of the learning algorithm is to find a function
F : Rd → R such that,

F(xi)≈ yi ∀i in the training set.
Similar to prior research work [2, 7, 10], in this case-study,

we consider only the family of linear functions for F . Under
such assumptions, we formulate our problem of finding F as
the following optimization problem:

minimize
w

‖XT w−Y‖2
2 +λ‖w‖2

2 (1)

where X =
(
xT

1 . . .x
T
n
)

is a matrix with each row corre-
sponding to the performance feature vectors xi of each training
program, and Y = (y1 . . .yn) is a vector consisting of the
corresponding reference performance or power values. In our
case, λ is a tuning parameter chosen to be 1. The optimization
problem in equation 1 is called Ridge Regression [33]. While
minimizing the sum of square errors of the predictor, it
penalizes the model parameter w if its magnitude is large.
The λ‖w‖2

2 term is often called the l2-regularizer, which is
widely used to prevent over-fitting of the model [33]. Ridge
regression can be solved efficiently by using standard gradient
descent method [33]. We use the CVXOPT v1.1.7 library in
Python as our main computation tool for solving the ridge
regression problem.

2) Performance prediction results: This section presents
the results from predicting the performance (IPC) of a set of 18
test applications from SPEC-CPU2006, MiBench, Mediabench
and TPC-H benchmarks. The learning model described before
is trained using two different training sets: the REAL training
set benchmarks excluding the test benchmark and the GEN
training set benchmarks containing 60 synthetic programs
targeting the test benchmark performance characteristics. Indi-
vidual sets of GEN training programs are generated for each
test application by providing the target performance metrics
(e.g., IMIX, branch misprediction rate, cache miss rates, etc.
collected using performance counters) as an input to Genesys.
Figure 6 compares the IPC prediction accuracy using the two
training sets. We can see that using the GEN training set,
performance prediction accuracy improves for all test programs
except tonto from SPEC-CPU2006 suite, where the accuracy
reduces marginally. Overall, creating models using the GEN
training set has significantly lower prediction error (3.32%) as
compared to the REAL training set (12.26%), which is a 3.69
times improvement in prediction accuracy without increasing
the average training time significantly (owing to the shorter
runtime of the workload generation algorithm and the synthetic
benchmarks). Additionally, generating synthetic benchmarks
based on target performance metrics is a one-time effort, and
they can be reused for training different prediction models
(as shown in the next section), which results in significantly
shorter training time due to their shorter run-times.
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Fig. 6: Performance prediction accuracy modeled using GEN
and REAL training sets

3) Power prediction results: This section presents the
results from predicting power consumption of a set of 18 test
applications from SPEC-CPU2006, MiBench, Mediabench and
TPC-H benchmarks. Again, we use and compare two different
training sets: the REAL training set benchmarks excluding
the test benchmark and the GEN training set benchmarks
generated for the performance prediction experiments before.
Figure 7 compares the power prediction accuracy using the
two training sets. We can see that power prediction accuracy
using GEN set improves for most benchmarks except for five
benchmarks libquantum, milc, soplex, leslie3D and zeusmp
where the prediction accuracy reduces marginally. On an
average though, creating models using the GEN training set
has significantly lower prediction error (6.19%) as compared
to the REAL training set (15.90%), which is a 2.57 times
improvement in prediction accuracy.

V. RELATED WORK

Analytical approaches are being used for performance pre-
diction for several decades [34, 35]. Lee and Brooks [2] used
regression-based modeling for micro-architecture design space
exploration. Joseph et al. [8] and Ipek et al. [3] used regression-
based and artificial neural networks based modeling for creat-
ing performance models. Zheng et al [6] used performance
counter based measurements on a host machine to predict
performance of another system. Genesys is a framework to
systematically generate training sets providing both broader
and denser coverage of the program state-space and can be
applied to all the discussed ML proposals.

Synthetic benchmarking has been applied for benchmark
cloning [27, 36, 37, 38] in prior studies. Bell et al. [27] profiled
applications at runtime to extract execution related metrics
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Fig. 7: Power prediction accuracy modeled using GEN and
REAL training sets



and created proxy binaries that could be executed on simu-
lators or real hardware. Other studies [37] cloned proprietary
benchmarks into synthetic proxies using microarchitecture-
independent attributes. Automatic program generation tech-
niques [39, 40] have also been used for functional hardware
verification. In contrast, this paper is the first proposal that
uses automatic workload generation to systematically improve
the state-space coverage of training sets for ML models.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose Genesys, a novel automatic
workload generation framework that enables systematic gen-
eration of representative training set applications, providing a
wider coverage of program behavior state-space, for effectively
training machine learning models. Genesys allows to control
a set of key workload-specific characteristics using easy-to-
use, programmable knobs and thereby, provides the ability to
generate applications targeting specific program properties as
well. In order to compare the state-space coverage provided by
different sets of applications, we define a novel metric called
SpreadRatio, which is based on the area of the convex hull
envelope surrounding the program points. We demonstrate that
by using automatically generated training sets, it is possible
to achieve over 11 times higher state-space coverage than
that provided by popular, standard benchmarks such as SPEC-
CPU2006, MiBench, MediaBench and TPC-H. We also show
that modeling using targeted synthetic training sets improves
the predictability/accuracy of two machine learning based
power and performance prediction systems by over 2.5x and
3.6x respectively.
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